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LOGGING 
by: Muhamad Zulhilmi Ilman Bin Zahari  

What is Logging? 

Logging, or commercial logging, involves cutting trees for sale as timber or pulp.  The timber is 
used to build homes, furniture, etc and the pulp is used to make paper and paper 
products.  Logging is generally categorized into two categories: selective and clear-cutting.  
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Selective logging is selective because loggers choose only wood that is highly valued, such as 
mahogany.  

Clear-cutting is not selective.  Loggers are interested in all types of wood and therefore cut all 
of the trees down, thus clearing the forest, hence the name- clear-cutting.  (Lisa Algee, 2018) 

Even though both legal and illegal logging contributed to pollution. However illegal logging is 
worst because they cut all the trees without consent. people become greedier when they see 
money and cut all those trees. 

For example, there has a report about illegal logging in Pahang, Malaysia. 

The report quoted the department’s Chief Assistant Director (Enforcement), Nor Azirim Ahmad 
saying the department’s rangers, enforcement unit and special action team stopped the first 
case in Kemasul Forest Reserve, Pelagai near Bentong and uncovered 11 logs of of various 
species worth more than RM17000 (Radzi Razak, 2021). 

They are detected to be involved with producing sawn timber using cengal trees. They also used 
five ton trucks to move the logs. 

 

 

Diagram 1 A truck is moving the logs 

Source: https://headtopics.com/my/report-pahang-forestry-dept-foils-illegal-logging-worth-
rm400-000-in-temerloh-bentong-malay-mail-18618750 
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Other report about illegal logging written by Bernama also has reported that in KOTA BHARU, 
on December 7 2021, sixteen of the 37 permanent forest reserves in Kelantan, mostly in the 
eastern district, had been encroached upon by illegal loggers in the last five years, said state 
Forestry Department director Abdul Khalim Abu Samah.(Bernama, 2021) 

 

Diagram 2 Illegal logging in Kelantan 

Source: https://www.malaymail.com/amp/news/malaysia/2020/12/07/illegal-logging-
detected-in-16-kelantan-forest-reserves/1929666 

In the report, Abdul Khalim Abu Samah also stated that 10 groups involved in illegal logging 
have been detected, some were arrested and had their machines and equipment seized. He 
also said the groups targeted high quality logs and were highly skilled in wood cutting. This 
happened at forest reserves in Lebir, Ulu Sat and Ulu Galas, located in the east and south of 
Kelantan respectively. Three more cases also recorded in November which is in Jeli and one in 
Tanah Merah. 

As a result of massive logging, we will face land pollution and water pollution which will thin the 
bed river and cause flood. On the other hand, logging can also cause global warming as less 
trees left to stabilize the earth weather. It will also increase the amount of carbon dioxide 
produced as photosynthesis cannot be performed as much. This is highly predicted to cause 
greenhouse effect which will thin the ozone layer. Besides, when there is less tress to hold the 
land, this will increase the probability for a land slide to happen which will be hazardous for 
drivers. 
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This issue should not be neglected. Based on research conducted by (Muhamad Nur Haniff 
Mohd Noor, Rokiah Kadir & Suriyani Muhamad, 2021), insufficient enforcement facilities and 
equipment were found in the study to be the most significant factors which present opportunities 
for committing the offences. Law enforcement should be done to forbid all those illegal loggers 
from clearing the grounds. They have to increase the amount of fine applied for illegal logging 
activities. Imprisonment should also be considered as one of the fine to teach them some lessons 
and not to repeat the same mistake.  

Looking on these reports, Illegal logging issue has become more serious day after day. Other 
than law enforcement, we must plant new trees to maintain our forest. Illegal logging not only 
happen in our country, but all over the world. Logs usually being used to make house, paper, 
pencil, and other product that’s made from woods. The government should also be involved in 
efforts to prevent illegal logging and legal logging should be followed with re-plantation. 

As an individual, we could save our forest by making small changes. For instance, we can: 

 1. Recycle our paper: Companies can turn old, donated paper into new products, producing 
many of the pulp-based items you need while protecting forests around the world. Most major 
cities offer curbside recycling services, and private recycling drop-offs are available around the 
world. (wikiHow, 2021) 

Other than companies school also used a lot of paper. Instead of throwing, school can also 
recycle those papers to help saving our forest. As for example schools can make a collaboration 
with Alam Flora. They can also make some money while recycling. 

2. Raise awareness through social media websites: Social media is a great way to spread 
simple messages as almost everyone is using this platform nowadays. This way also can be 
applied to spread awareness about the dangers of illegal logging. Using social media such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and similar websites, we can make occasional posts 
revolving around the importance of forest preservation, recycled products, and legislation 
concerning logging practices. 

Last but not least, I hope one day people will realize how precious is flora and fauna and stop 
cutting trees illegally. I hope people will start practicing all the suggestion that I gave in this article 
to maintain our forest and stop the pollutions. We cannot live on this earth without tree because 
tree is our oxygen supplier. That’s all from me, thank you! 
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